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Al Chavez

By CASEY CHURCH
for comment,
ASUNM's two top officials
Dean of the School of Business
charged business school and Administrative Sciences,
administrators with circumventing Robert Rehder had no comment
an established study committee in when asked about the allegations
getting approval of the doctoral made by the Senate's resolution.
program for the school.
The plan for the doctoral
'Lay Off'
program, but not funds, was
The resolution asserts "student
approved by the State Board of rights for an undergraduate
Educational Finance (BEF) program have been infringed upon
· by the arohitect of this change
Friday.
(dropping of the BBA), the dean,
Ad Hoc
A joint faculty - student and other academic officials!'
committee within the business
Rehder referred charges made
school, the Ad Hoc ~rogram of circumventing of the study
Study Committee, lS now committee to "the committee, the
studying 11 alternative education committee chairman, or the
programsn for the school and is faculty.''
scheduled for a final report Dec.
Mary Haney, chairman of the
15.
study committee for less than a
"I wonder how effective that week, said the "additional
committee can be with the inner publicity (caused by the Senate's
workings of the administration resolution) is only going to hinder
conflicting with the committee's the committee."
work," ASUNM President Ken
She said that an unwritten
White said.
understanding with students
Vice President O'Guinn said he seated on the committee was that
backed a unanimoua resolution student dissidents within the
passed by the Senate Wednesday college would "lay off" until the
asking BEF reconsideration of the complete report of the committee
doctoral approval, re-instatement was filed in December.
of the bachelor's degree in
''Ow:' job is not to defend either
business and asserting the two the Ph.D. or the BBA, or the 3+2
decisions infringed on students' program, our job is to check all
rights by denying them a voice in possible sources of data," Haney
curriculum decisions.
said.
0' Guinn said the doctoral
Publicity would give the
approval should be "re-considered committee "things from above to·
and deferred until the committee do that will hinder the committee
from writing an objective report,"
acts."
BEF officials were unavailable she said

White, in discussing the issues
raised by the action taken on the
two business pl:'ograms said the
underlying issue raised by the
BEF decision is the "implication
of student input into academic
processes.,
"My faith in the working of the
democratic institutions at this
University have been shaken by
the action of those not williug to
allow the system to function," he
said.
The decision to drop the
bachelor's program and adopt the
3+2 program was made two years
ago with the full knowledge of the
Regents, Rehder said in a
newspaper interview last summer.
Controversy between students
opposing the dropping of the
measure, and Rehder continued
throughout the summer with a
.series of meetings and conferences
aimed primarily at getting student
participation on the study
committee.
Students Involved

Bill Maya, one of the students
involved in the meetings this
summer, and president of the
Delta Sigma Pi busirtess fraternity,
'>aid students were "trying to be
open minded and fair" about the
program changes.
"We are trying to be open·
mirtded and fair about the dean
ana faculty doing things that
should have been done two years
before the decision was made,"
Maya said,

Integration Can Be Aided
By Curricular Adjustment
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ROTC Not 'Hot' Campus Issue
Uniforms Make Cadets Feel 'Out-of-Place'
By BOB HLADY
ROTC on campus, one of those
"hot" issues about three years
ago, doesn't really concerrt
anybody any more- except the
guys in ROTC. Lots of them
would rather not see uniforms on
campus.
"Personally~ I just feel out of
place in a urtiform on campust't
said Eric Kuhn. Kuhn, a senior
chemistry major, is battaliort
commander of the Naval ROTC
unitatUNM.
"1 meart, when someone looks
at me in the uniform, they see
something l'm nat," he explairted,
1
" Now-t if they ("the brass'') want
}'ou to wear your uniform while
you're on summer cruise, that1s
akay. But on your own time ..•
I'd just rather be part of the
college environtnertt than the
military.
Hair
Mdn. 3 Mark Chidichitna told
The Lobo Kuhn is always going in
to fight with the Captain
(Kenneth Brown, comtnandirJg
officer of the UNM NROTC unit)
;j
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about hair, moustaches, beards you stop wearing the uniform artd uniforms."
in effect goirtg underground?u
Kuhn wears cowboy boots and
Kuhn doesn't see it that way.
jeans most of the time and his
"The captain, I think, wants to
haircut is a far cry form the have the unit as 'l'he Navy - on
traditional scttlp-job.
campus. There are some people on
His uniform, he said, gets campus- I don't know who they
between hirn and other people.
are, facttlty, janitors or
"It isn't really an attack art the something - who really get
individual, but on the uniform turned on seeing the uniform. So
and the a!lsociation with the they mention this to the captain
service - Vietnam and all that," and he gets this sort of fa1se sense
he said.
of security/'
Mdn. 3 Rodger Bradell put it a
But if they're in the Navy1 said
different way. "Would you run Capt. Brown, "sometime, the
around campus in your students have to learn to wear the
underwear? People stare. You just uniform, Somewhere along the
don't reel as comfortable around line; they have to learn haw to
your friends!'
'take care of all the little gadgets
Still, the command wants to see that go with the uniform. It's a
its tnert suited up at least once a question of sharpness and pride in
week.
appearance.''
Uncomfortable
"It's a pain in the butt," Mdn.
ccrf in fact the students express 3 John Parker told The Lobo.
to me that they are
Another third • class
uncomfortable because of the rni d·shipman, Brnd Caplan
uniform, what do you do about complained "Mter wearing your
it?" asked Capt. Brown. "lf it's uniform to classes all day and
because of pressure they feel
(Please turn to page 3)
from other students or faculty 1 do

Photo by Molly Rodgers

John Aragon
By SAM DUBOIS
Although New Mexico's public
school system is physically
integrated, there is virtually no
curriculum integration. The
Cultural Awarertess Center in
Mesa Vista Hall is focusirtg on this
problem.
The center's purpose, said Dr.
John Aragon, director, is uta
make the public school teachers
of New Mexico aware of the
cultUI'al diversity represented by
their clientele, and to help them
make the curricular adjustmertts
necessary to help all their clients. u
No Cultural Foundation
Aragon said the greatest part of
the students in public schools
have at least an elementaty
krtoWledge of the English
language. However, the Center
feels a large number are nP.ither
fluent to any degree in the
language not' acquainted with the
culture to which the public
educatiort is related. Therefore,
even if he achieves enough
command of the classroom
English to carnmunicate; he has
no cultural foundatiort upon
which to base that
communication.

The very tests in which his
"intelligence and reasoning
ability" are measured or evaluated
are often culturally biased. Any
student unfamiliar with the
u American" culture, said Aragon,
is likely judged as only
"marginally intelligent."
This ''cultural bias" is the
concern of the Center. One of its
corrective actions is a program of
2•h·day institutes designed to
"sensiti:teu public school teachers,
Title Four
These institutes, which include
group dynamics, socialization, and
content material aimed at
enlarging the teacher's realization
ot other cultures, have so far
irtcluded over 2700 educators,
from 72 of the state's 89 school
districts.
However, the Certter has no
on·campus activity. uwe wish we
could," said Aragon, "but we are
prevented by lederal funding
guidelines.'' The Certter is funded
urtder Title lV, the public schools
section, of ,the 1964 Civil Rights
Act.
Aragon stressed that, although
ethnic studies t)rograrns here are
(please turn to page 8)
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editorial

By United Pr11ss International

No Sweet Dreams

Closed Mouths, Closed Doors
There is a serious fight going on in the
The reasons for only roseate statements
School of Business and Administration. about the wisdom of both the BBA
There is not unanimity among the fuculty elimination and the doctoral program
about which direction the school is taking. addition by the administration indicate they
There is not unanimity among the students are reluctant to admit the depth of the
about the school's programs. There are controversy racking the school.
serious questions being raised about the
This kind of smoldering c,ontroversy has
processes that have created the doctoral no business behind closed doors. A business
program, and eliminated the bachelor's school, unlike more introspective areas of
program.
study, is necessarily a part of the racous
However, the most serious aspect of the world that surrounds it. Its policies have a
problem is the unwillingness of most persons widespread effect on the community.
involved to do some straight talking about
As the bellwether business school in the
the issue, either to the press, or among state the implications of any program change
themselves.
should be fully discussed by the community
The reasons for keeping fairly quiet about it effects.
it from the student's side seems to be an
To date, nobody involved with the·
attempt to "work within the system" to business program controversy has cared what
make their voice heard. The apparent failure the public, much less the students, thinks, or
of that low-key approach has suddenly knows, about the problems.
changed their way of thinking.
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"Hang on! I tlti11k he's tiring!"

I

bema_ _ _ _ __
Park with the Plebians
By MIKE BARTIIOLF
Having received what seems to
be my 19,000th parking ticket on
campus this early in the semester,
I feel it is about time I said
something. Having had no
personal disagreement with the
UNM Police Department, I would
like to set forth some comments
followed with basic ideas about
the whole mess the officials
designate "parking." Maybe this
will make everyone - students,
faculty, and policemen of the
force- "one big happy family''
here at UNM.
First ~ Since a discussion
involving paid parking on campus
has been clearly hassled over, I
feel it only fair that the first to
try this new method should be
our own UNM Police Department.
Since the idea of paid parking was
to make things more "equal," it
seeniS only fair that they be the
first. They have their own little
"parking heaven" across the
Police Offices at Mitchell Hall (if
l'ni in error, sorry), Thus, it seems
to me that the less distance an
individual has to move from car to
office (or class) should constitute
a great~r parking fee, say
SOM!!Where in the neighborhood

of $100,000.
Second - If the above idea
seems a bit illogical (and I admit
that it really is: the idea of paid
parking); why don't we (all being
equal, mind you) park "together"
in that area of the campus known
as the parking lot. I feel that
students here at UNM must have
the greatest eyesight of any group
of people in the world. The reason
for saying this is that a student at
UNM can pick out a parking space
from a distance of 50 car spaces
(even when. it isn't there or
someone beats you to it). This
would allow the police to develop
greater eyesight, too, if they
parked with us (the students), and
maybe help prevent rip-offs from
students' cars. Therefore, if we all
park together, we can all hassle
together, and a "big happy
family" that hassles together just
might be able to come up with a
quick solution to the mess.
Third - I would like to say that
tearing up the parks to build more
parking areas is not the answer
either. Maybe it would be an
eyesore (what l.sn't these days) to
build a second level to the parking
lot adjacent to Central Avenue,
but it is one solution.

Finally- Like I said before, a
group that hassles together can
usually come up with some sort of
a logical solution to the problems
that confront this university in
the face of parking problems.
Maybe we can do something
about it.

letters.

••

NEW Y8RK- The Public Broadcasting Service Tuesday
night canceled a segment of the program "Great American
Dream Machine" containing a report that the FBI encouraged
or condoned three informants to commit acts of violence.
The 12-minute segment, which was to have been broadcast
Wednesday night, was written by Investigative Reporter Paul
Jacobs who said the three informants, David Sannes, Jeff
Desmond, both of Seattle, and Charles Grimm of Tuscaloosa,
Ala. were acting as undercover informants in new left groups
between 1969 and 1970.
According to Jacobs, Sannes told the FBI in Seattle he was
going to blow up a bridge and booby trap the bomb so that
radicals would be killed. Although he never carried through
the plan, Sannes said the FBI told him to go ahead.
Desmond ~legedly planted a bomb in a Seattle post office
which was detonated with the acquiesence of the FBI.
Desmond was arrested along with several others but later was
released.
Grimm allegedly set buildings afire at the University of
Alabama in Tuscaloosa at the suggestion, he said, of the FBI.
Jacobs said 150 students were arrested in the case.
The general manager of the Public Broadcasting Service
(PBS), Jerry Slater, said in Wa9hington the program was
cancelled because certahi factual matters - the Seattle
bombing and the Tuscaloosa burning- were not
"documented on the screen." Jacobs, however, maintained
that copies of Seattle newspapers reporting the bombing were
shown on the program and that Grimm admitted his part in
the Alabama burning.
Slater denied outright the cancellation was due to the
controversial nature of the program and said PBS had offered
the "Great American Dream Machine" and its producer,
National Education Television, a time slot at a later time on
which to air the program hut with additional documentation.
Jacobs described the cancelation as "censorship" and said,
"The Great American Dream Machine is supposed to look at
American society but I guess we're not supposed to look at
the FBI."
Jacobs said he had asked the FBI to comment on the
charges, but was turned down. On Monday, a letter was
delivered by the deputy director of the New York FBI office
from FBI Director J. Edgar Hoover in which Hoover said,
"On the basis of the information available to the bureau,
each of the charges is totally and absolutely false in each and
every particular. We have referred this matter to the
Department of Justice."
Jacobs also received three letters from the FBI special
agents involved, Bert Carter, Louis Harris and Eric Wilson,
also denying the charges. Another letter from the acting chief
of police in Seattle said, "I am surprised that the net would
allow itself to be used as a vehicle for this type of subversive
activity."
Slater said the PBS had never been contacted by the FBI in
connection with the program. Slater added, "We also thought
it was poor journalism."
The primary source of financing for the PBS is the
Corporation for Public Broadcasting, which this year received
$35 million from the federal government.

Bil(ers Parking Blues Over Soon
Lot to Be Fenced, Guarded Constantly by Attendant
The University may have a
definite place for students to park
their bicycles in the near future,
reports Sen, Ben Prinkleyl.
The area would be between the
Agora building and tbe Kiva. It
wot~ld be fenced off and a person
would be there constantly to
guard the bikes.
The planning of this idea goes
back to last spring when the
ASUNM Se.nate voted to allot

the problem with Sherman Smith,
vi.ce president in charge of
administrative and development,
the two came up with the idea of
an area specifically fdr parking
bikes.
This area is already walled off
on three &ide~; o,~d plans cull for
more fencing to be placed around
it to protect the bicycles. A small
temporary building will be E>rP.cted
at the entrance of the enclosure.
There a student would check
bikes in and out.
The bicycle parking lot should
~
go into effect within a month.
and are
II d D S
t'
This parking lot will only be on a
ca e
e • egr;a Jon trial basis for the time being, If
Centers.
Unlike the Cultural Awareness the idea is successful the program
Center, they deal also with the will be expanded to other areas of
courts, acting as advisors in the the campus.
integration process, under Title VI
Another improvement that will
of the funding act.
take place in the future will be the
The centers do not initiate the covering of the area to protect the
court action, and little has bikes and a more permanent
developed in New Mexico, so the building for the attendant.
Cultural Awareness Center hasn't
If the paid parking does take
much to do with the courts yet. effect here at the University
However, they anticipate such Sherman Smith has proposed a
action in the relatively near portion of the funds from the
future.
venture be placed into the project.

Curr ;czr ,za.r Changes.
,(!
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(Continued ,."rom page 1)
t h e C e n t e r ' s o n • c a m p us
counterpart, more action is
needed- specifically aimed at the
faculty,
"The individual University
departments," he said, ·~might
consider in·service (i.e. on • the .
job) programs for their respective
faculties."
Integration
The Cente~ is the youngest of
16 such centers in the United
States. Most of the other 15 are
concentrated in the Southeast,

SALE

Q

0

on
hot pants

'
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were $29,00, now $21.75.
were $28.00, now $21.00.
Sizes XX-Small to X-Large.
Styled in the new oriental loa.~
in lush acrylic fabrics.
Strictly wash and wear-no
ironing ever.

dovce o! ;J.lawai.i

R9.Ir!~IX~~) 'H 0.~'.,!w8,~.~~:, :;~,.;., r'C~'iT"l

walking around the campus with
construction all over the place and
'tt'
·
h ·
't'· 't
Sl mg m a c atr WI u gum m 1 ,
you're supposed to have
everything perfect for
inspection."
Demerits
A dirty or improperly worn
uniform earns demerits for the
wearer. If a reservist adds up
enough demerits, he gets kicked
out of ROTC and consequently
loses his scholarship, if he has one,
and is left at the mercy of his
draft board.
"I never wear my uniform all
dllY ," snio Bradell. "Last time I
only wore it for an hour before
drill. My shirt still got wrinkled
and I got written up.''
Not everybody in NROTC
minds wearing his uniform on
campus. Chidichimo said
freshmen and the "gung·ho"
rccmits can be seen wearing the
outfit faithfully on the designated
days.
"But freshmen are terrified of
everybody," said Bradell.
Chidichimo tried to get one of
the gung·ho's to drop by for a bull
session about the uniform
question, but the other guy
refused to come by and offer his
opinion.

off on hot pants sets

ltawaiian wear ana boutique

up your sleeve," be told U
Frlday,October8,197.1
b
Chidichimo.
Campus Crusade for Christ; 9 a.m.,
compromtse
·
12Evelyn
p.m.; Union
Wood231·A
Reading Dynamics; 5
The command has been trying p.m.;Union231·A;ExecutlveProgram
to work outacompromiseforthe
5p.m.;Union140
""en who prefer civvies. Starting
Film Committee: "Passion of
'"
Anna"; 8 p.m.; Theater
the week of Oct. 3·9, uniforms are
Popular Entertainment; 8 p.m.;
required for two half·days instead
Union Ballroom
of one whole day.
"We're going to keep on
experimenting," said Brown,
"trying to find an arrangement
that works for everybody."
But it might be a while.
Breaking the uniform day in half,
at least, hasn't pleased the
reservists.
"This way you can get written
up twice a week instead of once,"
said ~~~=====----

5511 Central N.E.
.
2 blocks East of San Mateo on Central
Shop 10 to 8. Sun. 11 to 4.

.'" \

Attica Changes 0 K' d

ALBANY, N.Y. (UPI)- The union representing guards in
state
prisons reached an agreement with state officials
The only intent of this now is
Tuesday
night which would avert a threatened "lock-in" of
to state a few things that wete not
prisoners
in their cells. A spokesman for the security
considered, possibly, by either
Administration or students about employes unit council 82 of the American Federation of
library difficulties and their state, county and municipal workers, AFL-CIO, said the pact
solutions. If banging your head would provide "security for both correction officers and
against an unsympathetic
legislature to the library's plight inmates."
A spokesman for Cocrections Commissioner Russell G.
won't do something, then why
not another wall •.• with some Oswald said the agreement represented areas that the
loose bricks.
commissioner was committed to before the Attica Prison
. Carnegie Foundation,
Rockefeller Foundation, Ford uprising Sept. 9 that ended five days later with 42 persons
Foundation and so on are a few dead.
areas in which this administration
The union which represents about 8000 correction officers
should be pouring out their stories and other employes, submitted a seven • point list of
of grief. How about some private, demands to Oswald shortly after the riot was quelled and said
well • to • do individuals be
contacted for a "section of a they would lock inmates in their cells across the state
library named after them if they Thursday if the demands were not met.
set up a trust fund for specifically
The union spokesman said the agreement reached Tuesday
buying books for the library." Or night calls for hiring additional correctional personnel,
how about a general trust fund
open to contributions from all in training facilities for correctional officers and an intensive
Bemas ...
the state who want to have a rehabilitation and correctional institute for incorrigible
Bernas are unsolicited, signed guest editorials which do not first • rate library to preserve the convicts.
necessarily reflect the editorial policy of The Lobo, or the New Mexico heritage and promote
In addition, he said, the pact calls for improvements in
policy of ASUNM, GSA or UNM. Bernas may be any length, its future.
inmate
care, including an additional $690,000 for better
The point is, then, for student
but may be cut due to space limitations.
convict
menus, $2 million for new clothing issues and
government, organizations, greeks,
As with letters to the editor, please include address and anti·groups, pro·groups, .•. UNM improved sanitary facilities.
telephone number with the Bema.
students to light a fire under
Other points include a recommendation that a commission
Both letters to the editor or Bernas can be mailed to The administrators who constantly be set up to study possibly special benefits to survivors of
Lobo, P.O. Box 20, UNM, delivered to The Lobo office at give excuses why they can't get a hostages slain during the rebellion and to the surviving
better library rather thart thinking
the corner of Yale and Centrul, ur u~pusited in th0 Lobo of
hostages, an expenditure of $800,000 for new safety and
new ways to do so.
Hugge:>tion Box in:>idt• th{• east. door of the Union.
Dwight W. Overturf
security equipment and a professional training program.
Funding Sources

•

-~

Bema Policies

Pnge2

$1500 for the pu~chase of special
bicycle racks, The$e racks whic:h
would have been distributed all
over campus would lock bikes in
place to prevent theft. However,
the purchase of these special racks
became impossible.
With $1500 for the purpose to
helpi~g the bikers out Sen.
Prinkley began looking for
another idea.
Prinkley said after discussing

NEW MEXICO LOB()

Gale invites you
aver far the finest
broiled
hamburger
r;n"'r::
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See Acculturing of 'Wild Child'. Bh

Getting the Business, Consumer? Regents and Presidents
UNM Consumer Affairs Service May Help You
Now maybe students can get chairman. "Mainly, we try to hear
both sides of a case before seeing
back at the gyp·joints,
The ASUNM Office of what we can do, Presently we are
Consumer Affairs has been handling two complaints. One
handUng student complaints concerns magazine subscriptions
about businesses and landlords where no magazines were
since last March. But with nearly received. The other concerns a
$3700 budgeted for consumer landlord evicting a student
affairs, and an eager staff of three, unfairly."
Padilla said his office. has
it isn't exactly burning bridges.
!'This is a very hard business- handled five other complaints
consumer protection," said Vic since school began, but all remain
Padilla, consumer affairs unsettled.

uSWJNGLES"
NO WALE
CORDUROY
CAR
COATS

Padilla also said Consume~:
Affairs will be working with the
newly • formed Albuquerque
Consumer Federation started by
Lee Brown, UNM economics
professor, and others.
The federation, in turn, works
with the state attorney general's
Consumer Protection Division
under Charmaine Crown.
UNM students can also take
advantage of the Consumer
Affair's student discount program.
36 merchants have. agreed to
discount items (excluding gas and
oil, sale and fair trade items, and
some sundries) to students
showing a current UNM
identification card. The merchants
are listeCI in the first issue of the

Meet in Santa Fe
Oct. 18 marks a first for higher
education in New Mexico, The
regents and presidents of the
seven state institutions of higher
education in New Mexico have
been called by the governor to
meet in Santa Fe to discuss a
number of issues facing higher
education.
Tli.e topics to be discussed will
be divided among the seven
universities with each university
presenting the topic assigned to it.
20 minutes will be spent on each
topic with 10 minutes devoted to
a p~esentation from the
institution and seven minutes of
open discussion.
Topics to be discuss!ld inlcude

frwc::Pus·h;~;;;; i
Lobo Goof

Bodies

A technical error placed an Arts
& ~e?ia Editor's note at the
begmmng of Ed Ward's column
yesterday, rather than at the end.
"It:s out:- on Epic- and already
ava1lable m Albuquerque" should
refer to the Yardbird's album
rather than the bootleg Band
album.

The body willing program of
the UNM School of Medicine,
department of anatomy has
been resumed after a two-year
suspension due to growth of the
Medical School and donor forms
are now being accepted from
Albuquerque area residents. For
additional information contact
the department of anatomy at the
Medical School.

Lobo Goof

In order to clarify the
confusing article on MASH and
TRANSIT in yesterday's Lobo,
here are the real facts:
According to Glen Effertz,
spokesman for TRANSIT, about
three shift - holding members and
three or four volunteers split from
the officers of the campus MASH,
went off campus and incorporated
the natne MASH.
TRANSIT, not Whitebird, is
continuing the function of the
previous MASH, i.e, drug crisis
center and first aid for all,
stepping in where God and the
Student Health Center leave off.
They have added the service of
drug sample analysis.

A swinging style
with Trench coat styling ...
flap pockets and tailoring.
100% Cotton Crompton
corduroy, with Acrylic pile
lrning and fake fur
collar. Green or Brown.
Junior sizes, 5-13.

Objectivism Meeting

Shop

Mon., Wed., Fri.
'ti19 PM

All persons interested in (or
opposed to) Ayn Rand's
philosophy of Objectivism are
invited to the Oct. 10 meeting at
Uncle John's Pancake House
(corner of Central and Wyoming
almost) at 6 p.m. The lecture will
be on "Logic and Mysticism.''

Linguistics Club
The UNM linguistics club will
hold a meeting Oct. 13 at 8 p.m.
in room 153 of the new Ortega
Hall.

265-6931/San Mateo at Lomas

History Students
Professor Martin Ridge will
speak about "Writing for
Scholarly Journals" in room 101
of the Education Building
Tuesday, Oct. 12, at 8:15 p.m.
This should be a talk of particular
interest to graduate students.

Rodey Season Opens
Elaine May's "Adaption" and
"Next", directed by Professor
Edwin Snapp, will run Oct. 7
through Oct. 10 at Keller Hall to
open the Rodey Season.
Reservations can be made by
calling the University Theater box
office at 277-4522 or 277-4402,
with special rates for students.
Curtain time is 8:15,

Mother Nature's Son Brought to Civilization

Students receiving National
Defense or N.M. State student
loans must go to the Student Aids
office for an exit interview when
withdrawing from UNM. Students
can come for the. interview during
office hours.

economic development and the
quality of life in New Mexico,
improving the concepts and
understanding of higher education
in the state·and nation, financing
higher education, changing
university organi:zatioll and
governance 1 the changing job
situat1on and the role of
universities in technical·
vocational training, and
cooperation among the
universities for increased
effectiveness and efficiency.
Through an interchange of
ideas among the regents, and in
turn between the regents and Gov.
King, the governor hopes that
work may continue successfully
for the progress of higher
education.
The five University of New
Mexico regents, Calvin Horn,
president; Walter F. Wolf, Jr., vice
president; Mrs. Frank A. Mapel,
secretary· treasurer; Arturo G.
Ortega, and Austin E. Roberts will
attend the meeting and discuss the
topic, "The Changing
Organization and Governau.ce of
Universities."
Frank Ortega said, "I think this
is the best id!la that bas come up
in a long time. This meeting will
prove very fruitful for everyone
involved."
Horn said the meeting is
exploratory to see what regents
can gain from talking to one
another.
·~--------------

his own speci~s that falls out of
that cosm!c order he bec?m~s
obsessed w1th the need to brmg 1t
back into the proper perspective.
Francois T:ruffaut's "'l'he Wild
Child" (playing at the Lobo
Theater)is.thestruggleofon~Dr.

Itard to brmg a young boy mllked
~d raised on nat11re's bosom back
mto man's cultured ways, Three
hunters have found a young boy,
m ore anima 1 than man ,

Graduating Seniors
If you have not visited the

Placement Center to complete
your Grad II registration form
you should tio so immediately.
The deadline for submission of
completed registration forms is
Oct.13.

The University Theatre is
presenting two short satirical
plays which go well beyond
t>imple satire into the realm of
current morality, or lack of it,
The two, "Adaptation" and
"Next," make use of the aging
thesis that life in the United
States isn't anything like it should
be; but instead of hammering the
idea into your head they make
adept use of wit to leave you
laughing about a crying situation.
"Adaptation," by Elaine May,
features a game board where one
Phil Benson (Rich Buchanan) is
allowed to play the game of life,
American style. The board comes
complete with a scoreboard th:~t
awards Benson points if he learns
his lessons well, and he is given
the goal of adaptation, to find
security. The announcer (Craig
Tussey) tells Benson you can
obtain security any time you want
to by simply quitting the game.
But Benson plays by the rules and
is taught by his parents (Barry
Oreck and Beverly Ann Joachim)
about. sex, the race situation
("God created Negros fot our
pleasure"), and, the real facts of
life- like selling out. Throughout
the play Benson is awarded points
for maturity, integrity, and
conscience, and likewise is given
penalty cards or sent to the
"conflict" and "narcissistic
cancellation" squares for
pubescent paradoxes,
So Benson grows up and
attends college as a hotel
management major. He becomes
acquainted with the all-powerful
concept of OAM, joins a frat,
becomes a CIA stringer and has a
friend drafted because he spoke ill
of Conrad Hilton, and generally
grows closer to what he has been
lead to believe is security. His
quest is cut off via a heart attack
but not before he realizes that in
actuality he hasn't gone
anywhere.
"Next" by Terrence McNally
goes a step further in the
absurdity of life route as we are
put into a draft physical office
with one Merion Cheever (Robert
McNally III), a 40 · year • old who
has been called to military service.
He is confronted by Sgt. Thech
(Mary Kay Ziems ), tube • tied
WAC doctor with all the
com passion of an electric
typewriter.
It starts off quite humorously
with Cheever balking at the
prospect of taking off his clothes
in the presence of the

David Harris

Kiva Club

The Kiva Club is planning a
meeting Oct. 14 at the
International Center, It will be
followed by a chile dinner. Indian
students are invited to come. The
meeting starts at 6:30 p.m. and
the dinner is at 7:30 p.m.

ASUNM Elections

Petitions for those wishing to
tun for ASUNM Senate are now

available in the ASUNM office,
Union 242.

No. 30

Box 20, University P.O., UNM,
Albuquerque, N.M., 87106
Editorial Phone (505} 277-

4102,277-4202

·The New Mexico Lobo Is publlohed
dally ..very regular weclc of the University year by the Board of Student
Publications of the .Associated Students.
of the Unfverolty of New Mexico, nnd i!1
not financi..Uy ru!Sociated with UNM.
Second cllll!B postage pald at AlbuQuerque, New Mexico, 87106. Subocdptlon
rate is $7 for the academic year.
The opinions expressed on the edl·
tarial pag"" of The Lobo are those of
the author solely, Unsigned opinion is
that. or the editorial board of The Lobo.
Nothing necessarily' represents the views

of the Associated Students or the Uni·
versity of New Mexico.. ·

Constellation Sef
9Dlamon.ds,
$229.95

COMPLETELY

The bridal sets
voted#1by
Todoy's bride.
You've been asking for bridal rings with
a new twist. What could be newer than
these beautiful designs in 14 karat gold?

.ZALES®

challenge of acculturation, The but ~uffaut wants you right with
boy is brought to Paris and suffers him as Itard inhibits the animal
the ordeal of awe and amazement instincts and inserts dogma,
by· the elite Parisians, Itard 'l'ruffaut's superb use of the
obtains custody of the boy and juxtapositiop shot enhances the
takes him to his home in the contrast between the doctor and
country. Ms. Guerin, the boy in their frustration of
housekeeper, becomes T:ruffaut's understanding one another's
matriarchal figure at this point, different worlds. In the scenes ·
and the nuclear family evolves as where Itard is instructing the boy
the beginning of the young boy's "Truffaut reminds his audience of
tl·ansformaLiul!,
the young boy's roots in his use of
the exi&tential window and the
forest behind it. The iri& fading in
and out of sc~:mes is very effective
in adding drama to the end of a
traumatic scene al:ld the building
of a new one. T:ruffaut is even
brilliant
his use of music;
authoritative doctor. AI; the shell· whenever in
the boy is in conflict
shocked Cheever disrobes behind with his new environment, the
the protective covering of an flute of the forest reminds him of
American flag, the mechanical the life he once had there.
Theck takes down all his vital
Chuck Feil
stats on a typewriter. When finally
informed that he has failed the
Custom. designing and
exam due to tl,le psychological
UNIVERSITY
SHELL
examination, Cheever screams,
manufacturing expressly for you.
''I've done everything l'm
specializing
in
tune-ups
supposed to do and what do I get.
brakes, air conditioning
You take my time, my blood, and
my urine, and now I want them
& expert welding
back!"
FREE PICKUP & PELIVERY
Both plays are best seen as thiE.
10%
Discount to Students
review has no doubt left a lot to
jEWELERS
your imagination. They will be
24 hr. service
presented from Thursday through
"The Unusual as Usual'•
Sunday at Keller Hall in the FinE'
Len Maestas
Arts Center. Curtain time is 8:15
2720 Central SE 268-5877
p.m.
__________:Ji~l~m:_!P~ens~i::er~o~~~~~~§§!§§!§§§§§§!!L~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Experiment in the Media Week
Panels-Demonstrations-Concerts ALL FREE
Monday, October 11

Tentative

7:00pm

:KUNM, live Folk-Rock Concert, Union Theater

1:30pm

Panel discussion on sensitivity groups, T-groups, and Encounter groups; presented
by Dr. Libo, Department of Psychiatry; Dr. Quenk, Department of Psychiatry;
Dr. Caplan, private practice in Psychiatry; Dr. Goldhabcr, Department of Speech,
UNM. Keller Recital Hall, Fine Arts Center
Sensitivity training, T-groups, and Encounter. groups; what to know
about them, and what to expect from them. How do they differ, and
how to tell a quack. All this will be discussed by a panel of experts
in Keller Hall (in Popejoy)

Wednesday, October 13

8:00pm

The Speakers Committee .will present Harlan Ellison, Science fiction writer (did
script for Star Trek) 8 pm at Popejoy Hall

10:30 pm
Educ.ll7

Panel and presentation of the Classroom of Tomorrow. Panel members are: Dr.
Cooper, Education Foundations; Dr. Goldhaber, Department of Speech, UNM;
Robert Kline, Director of Instructional Media

~nn_

one lever command control
automatic record scanner
stylus protection system
record r~peat mechanism
Sansui Solid Stale A0555A
85 wolfs Amp.
20 to 40,000 Ht, 60dB
less than ,1 o/o distortion
EMI-Zodiacs 207
2·Woy Speakers, .50 watts
2.5 Hz to 20,000 Hz

A demonstration o£ what the classroom of tomorrow will look like;
computer terminal interaction with students; the role television will
play in the classroom, and compressed speech (like speed reading,
except it is speed listening) .
Thursday, October 14

7:00pm
8:00 pnt

10" high, heavy magnet

long throw woofer
specially treated doth

Special $329.00

•

JEWEL EftS

Cuttom Charge or Z~les Revclving Charge.

DowntoWn-~18 (J~ntr~l

SW
l!i~c l'oint! Shopping Center
Win rock
... student aCt'Ollltts Invited

\YJ
'

101 Cornell SE

Near UNM
5003 Menaul NF
268-4227

llfusiMIIUI\9 t"l.ugcd.

Friday, October 15

OLD TOWJISQUIIE

tM~rn~~ $00®1P =;hr:i:~s
NEW MEXICO LOBO
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:Family Counseling Center will present "Plays for the Living," New Mexico Union
Ballroom
Demonstration in Psycho.drama by Eya (Feshin),Branham and staff, New Mexico
Union Ballroom
Inter-personal comrnunicaton, group learning, and audience participation ... Thursday evening in the Union Ballroom, starting at
7 pm the Albuquerque Family Counciling Center will present a
play fdr the living, followed ·by Eva (Feshin) Branham, the wellknown psycho-dramatist. Mrs. Branham is the only person in New
Mexico who is certified by the Morino Institute. Her staff wilt assist
her in a presentation of psycho·drama.

My, how you\oe changed
Layaway now for Chrl!lmas, Or, <harge it.
frteSmife Buuon when y_ou oprn a Zales (; ·~

ESP discussion
"ESP-A Different Form of Communication," is the subject to be
discussed by a panel of experts during the Experiment in Media
Week, Oct. 11·15. The panel will include people from Sandia Laboratories. Come have your questions answered, and find out why tbe
government feels ESP is important.

Tuesday, October 12

STOCKED FORlf~

PE-2010 4-speed automatic turntable

reg. $399.80

· . ,, , ,....

~

U Theatre flays Satirize
Current U.S. Morality

A film and tapes on David
Harris will be presented Oct. 7 at
7:30p.m. at the Newman Center.
The program is sponsored by the
War Resisters and Amistad.

Vol. 75

l

11 ...
... m.
S J h Sh
1600 Central SE
his~~v~r~~. aa:das:h~n ~f~s t~:i~~ ~~=~~~~~~ ~!~j:Sbt'oi~a~: ~~r~h~ pofn~~l~':~~~! !~~ !~~l':~!~!s 6:t:::s£?........ ~n. ~.~.... • .. -. ?R_:.. .~!~~:67 36
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1:30pm

K.UNM; bands and live presentation on the Mall; Free, obviously
Pa.ge5

SJS Meets Long Beach
In ·Preparation for UNM
San Jose State, who will host quarter, both of which were
the UNM football team next returned for Houston TD's, to
week, is now 0·3 on the season lose 34-20. "We view that as a
and will travel to Anaheim for a game we should have won," said
Sat\lrday night battle with Long Spartan head coach Dewey King,
Beach.
''We made four or five mistakes
The Spartans dropped their that cost us the game." King has
opener at Fresno State, 14·7, and made some personnel changes in
a week later fell to California the l:lpartan offense that he feels
34·20. Last Week the Spartans should give Spartan backs where
faced Houston in the Astrodome, his best depth is, some rest.'
an.d suffered two pass
. King_ said he is very pleased
interceptions in the fourth With his defensive unit. ·

$8.00·$14.00 a pair.

NMSU
atUNM

Don
Burge
(16·5)

Made
Sanchez
(12·9)

UNM 28·10

UNM 28-14

UNM 24-18

UNM 28·10

Arizona
at Wyoming

'Ariz. 17·14

Ariz. 21·7

Ariz. 20-6

Ariz. 17·7

ASU
at CSU

ABU 35·6

ASU 42-10

ASU 44·14

ASU 28-10

BYU
at Utah St.

USU17·10

usu 20·16

usu 21-17

BYU 13-7

Utah
at UTEP

UTEP 24·13

Utah 21·18

UTEP 14-10

UTEP 21·10

Student Loans
Students who have-loans from
the State Student Loan Program
are advised that the checks are
now available. Authorization
forms may be obtained from the
Student Aids Office.

Peron Interview

ALSO
SHOES & BOOTS

1710 CENTRAL S.E.
Central

the
best

23¢
HAMBURGER
in town

&
University
Almost

Henry's Drive-In

J 1916 Centra19 am toll am

United Ministries

Center

. . . Servi11g the University of New Mexico
1801 Las Lomas, N.E.- Albuquerque, New Mexico 87106- Phone 247-0497
Staff~

Rev. Richard

b'.

Bright and Rev. Harry D. Johns

flundau Fatzowcllip: 4:00 Reareation, 6:00 SuppeP,
7:00 Pcint of Vie!.l -- Piak the mi~zda of UnivePsity
and Community ~eadel's.
Studenta in Miniatl'?t: Let us help you help others.
For further information, give us a aaZZ.

~

I,,,

Gift Ql §£!!£: ~oZk. muaia group whiah tour>s area ahurches bvUging the
Understand1-ng Gap.

,,

Counseling:

,'

,'r

M-W-F Until 9 pm

Jim
Pensiero
(15·6)

A taped interview in Spanish
with Juan Domingo Peron, former
president of Argentina, by former
UNM Visiting Professor Alexander
Craig, covering a number of topics
will be heard Oct. 12 at 7 p.m. at
the International Center, 1808
Las Lomas.

1011: GUYS N' G.-.LS

STEREO COMPONENTS
At Prices You CQn Afford

7611 MENAUL NE

liD PEGGER•
FLARES
The dressy Jock In fashion jeans.

•

Lobo Picks ...

PevsonaZ, Pre-Marriage, MarPiage, and FamiZy

Roger
Ruvolo
(15·6)

,;.,·-·

..&

OKIE'S

S~(Yftd by ~he Disciples of Christ, the United Church of Christ, the
United Method1st Church, ana the U11ited Pmb Jerian ChurciJ in the U A.

lOc BEER
Every Tue. 5-6 PM

Pizza Slices 15¢
Dancing Every Nite

more in the past two games than
did the rest of the team.
Brigham Young (2·2) at Utah
(3·1)
The Brigham Young Cougars
will be hoping for a rebound in
their fortunes when they amble
upstate to meet with state rival
utah St.
Last weekend the Cougars were
shutout by UNM 14·0 while Utah
State has a healthy 3·1 slate thus
far this season.
BYU looked rather pale last
weekend with the Lobos and
despite the fact we don't know
anything about Utah St. we can
predict with a reasonable amount
of certainty that they'll lose to
the Utahs, One word of warning
to Utah St., beware of Golden
Richards.
Utah (0·3) at UTEP (2·2)
Although either team could
hardly be considered a
powerhouse the better record of
the UTAP Minors seems to point
to a probable victory over also·ran
Utah.
Both teams were annihilated
last weekend, UTEP 24-7 at the
hands of powerful ASU while
Washington State doused Utah in
sheepdip 34-12.
UTEP's horrendous running
attack will be supplemented
somewhat by flanker Ed Puishes.
Puishes moved into the number
two spot among all·time WAC
receivers as he has caught 124
passes for 2,068 yards, which puts
him behind only BYU's Phil Odie
in career receptions.
The aerial aspect of the game
should be heightened to a degree
by the fact that Utah has the best
throwing team in the WAC so far.
They have completed 56 passes
for 632 yards or 210.7 yards per
game. This game is perhaps the
biggest tossup in the WAC
schedule this weekend.

r~

J

II

r-=:SI~M-:-:0:-:-'N-::-:-'S~TE-:-X~A~-C~O-~

UNMHosting
Women'sTennis

ROAST TURKEY
DINNER.

$1 .65

Sage Dressing, Giblet Gravy,
Baked Potato or French
Fries, Vegetables, Cranberry
Sauce, Soup or Salad.

2100 Central SE

BAB·B-Q BEEF
DINNER
USDA CHOICE

NEW

$2.50

YoRK STEAK.

3.50
1.70

CHICKEN FRIED STEAK

Served with Soup or Tossed
Green Salad, Mashed or
French Fried Potatoes,
Vegetables, Rolls, Butter.

Ride The

298·8280

. . . . ..

¥:! FRIED CHICKEN-

Bus

4 pes.

..

Albuq. Transit System 842-7830

$1.65

Served with Cole Slaw,
Mashed Potatoes or Ilrench
Fries, Rolls 8: Butter.

11)~~
ACROSS FROM CAMPUS•

CENTRAL & GIRARD

-~

Jacobson," said George Trujeque. ill'(
''A lot of students don't ill'(
participate in anything. We're
trying to get people from around ll!l
the campus interested in this thing~
with the hope that if it is ti
successful we will be able to have i:!j
another one next year," he added.~...
In addition to their talents all .

•

701 Carlisle NE
ph 255·7219
•

m

Frfi:lay, Nov. 5 .... The San Antonio Symphony

1lf!

Tuesday, Jan. 18 .. Christine Walevska, cellist

~

Tuesday, Feb. 15 .. Mildred Miller, mezzo-soprano

ill'(

~

Monday, March 6. The Stockhohn University Chorus

ill'(

Let's get

Acquainted

·. ·

.

m
~

Far Out.
ill'(
Rmgs &: Thmgs ~

.
.

10% d1sc_ount to all students

Five Concerts-$10.00 Adults, $5.00 Students

ill'(

~

~

Limited Number of Memberships Available
8; 15 p.M.

POPEJOY HALL

''

For Information
Phone 255-3474

, ~!ti!i!ti~!!i!fi!lli!!E!i!ii!i!iilfi!!ri!i!ii!lli'li!lli!lli!lli!li!!ri,m
ic~o~n~t:es~t~a;nm~a~r~e~~re:q~u:rr:e:d~t:o~b:ri:n:g~~~~~W~It~h~I~.D~-~c~ar~d~s~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

OVER 1000 wpm
BY DECEMBER 15th!

......

By enrolling in the Nationally acclaimed Reading Dynamics Course which
begins now, you will be reading 1000·2000 words per minute by the end of
April. These are the rates of our average graduate. Jn fact, if you are not reading
at least three times more efficiently by the end of the course, we will give you all
of your tuition back. In addition our average graduate improves his comprehen·
sion 5-15%.
In addition to the reading skills learned, we will teach you the most com·
plete studying and note-taking system given in this part of the country. You
develop this system in your own texts, so homework can be done while learning
this new skill.

FIND OUT YOURSELF
AITEND A FREE MINI-LESSON IN THE SUB

SUNDAY SPECIALS

SERVICE
Complete
Automotive Service

the Easy Way:

Saturday 10.6

(I

including
straight competition
flighm, right their own frisbees.
the individual
hand curves, left hand curves and
the distance throw. All the
accuracy events will be held in the
gym with the distance throw
slated for the Athletic fields east
of the gym.
The team events include one
hand catches, behind the back
catch, index finger catch and for '
all the phallically orientated
competitors, a between the legs
catch.
The contest is not without
consolation as the winners and
runners up in the individual events
will receive trophies and medals
respectively. Winners in the team
competition will receive plaques .

The Second Annual
Roadrunner Intercollegiate Tennis
Tournament for Women,
sponsored by the UNM
Department of Health, Physical
Education and Recreation and the
Women's Tennis Team, began
yesterday at the new UNM Tennis
courts,
The tournament, which drew
12 college women's tennis teams
from a six-state area, features
regional powers Arizona State and
Odessa College. The finals for the
tourney are slated for tomorrow
morning.
Miss Linda Estes, director of
the tourney and coach of the
UNM entrants, listed her roster as
follows: Dina Benedetti, Carol
Bickleman, Cindy Hunefeld, Mary
Kessler, Robin Morse, Nancy
Schier, Cindy Smith, Kerry
~~itzenberger and ~athy Ford.

B~t the Parking Problem

2001 Eubank NE

1lR 'f>~ ·.,o~
1lf! ~..,..,.
. "The contest ~s the idea of m.'\.~ from
r n tram u r a 1 dIrector Ron Ill{
(I

• • • • •

SHIRTS
& BOOTS
& BELTS,TOOI

Monday, Oct. II , . Carl Matthes, pianist

YOU WILL BE READING

Guest at Conference

242-0096

1971-1972 Series

Frisbee Meet ;n Ma k ;ng ~~lti"'~~~~~"'!fi!fi!lli!fi~!lli!fi!lli!lli~
Liken. Jewelers .m
The Intramural Department is
sponsoring a frisbee tournament
to be held Sunday, Oct, 10, in the
auxiliary section of Johnson Gym.
Registration will take place
between noon and 1 p.m. with the
actual competition scheduled
from 1·4 p.m.
The contest is divided into two
portions, individual and team
events. There are four events in

One of five guest faculty
members selected from all over
the nation at the 18th annual
western cardiac conference Oct.
20·22 at the University of
Colorado Medical Center in
Denver is W. Sterling Edwards,
professor of surgery at the UNM
School of Medicine.

Central at Universily

FUN

.

i\LBUQUERQUE
COMMUNITY CONCERTS

Of course, the situation will look a. lot different. for the UNM Pep
Band tomorrow night than it dolls during this practice session. There
will be about 25,000 people in University St.adium, the band will be
wearing uniforms, and the UNM football team will be in the locker
room discussing .second half strategy against New Mexico State. The
band will be adding tomorrow night's game (which starts at 7:30) to
their many performances already this season.

Halftime

Strength Test in WAC
The sludge should begin settling
this weekend in the Western
Athletic Conference as there are
three conference games scheduled,
in addition to a pair of inter •
sectional contests. the games and
the prospects are as follows:
Arizona (2·1) at Wyoming (2-2)
After an emasculating last
second loss to Texas Tech the
Arizona Wildcats will be trying to
get things back together at the
expense of the Wyoming
Cowboys.
Although the odds are against
them statistically the Cowboys
will be trying to ride the crest of
last weekend's victory over weak
Colorado State.
Both teams are undefeated in
WAC competition thus far so this
game has quite a bit riding on it
for both schools. Wyoming will
bring the league's fourth best
offense into the game versus the
Arizona defense, which is tied
with UTEP as the second toughest
in the WAC.
Arizona State (2·1) at Colorado
St. (0·3)
The Arizona State Sun Devils
will be obvious favorites when
they meet up with winless
Colorado St. this weekend.
This week ASU jumped to the
head of three statistical categories.
The Sun Devils took over as the
pacesetters in total defense (221.3
yards allowed per game), rushing
defense (87.7) and scoring (27.7)
to go along with leads they still
hold in total offense (438.3) and
rushing offense (302.2)
The only bright spot in the
CSU stable comes in the form of
one Lawrence McCutcheon.
McCutcheon is well on the way to
becoming the all·time WAC career
rushing leader. He has now rushed
for 2,101 yards and needs an
additional 548 yards the
remainder of the season to catch
Art Malone of ASU, who rushed
for 2,649 yards during his career.
A strong point in the weak CSU
offense, McCutcheon has gained

296-6978

Attend a
FREE INTRODUCTORY MINI-LESSON

IN THE SUB
Today, Saturday, &Sunday
S.U.B. Room 231 A
4:30 p.m. & 7:00 p.m.
come by and see us at our new location

EVELYN \iVOOD READING DYNAMICS
EVANS LEARNING CENTERS

301 San Pedro Drive NE

265-1669

PngeG
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CLASSIFIED

ADVERTISING

RATES: 7c pel" word, 20 word minimum CS1.40) per time run, If ad is to
nm n\'e or more consecutive days witll
no cllanges tile rate is reduced to 5c
per word and thl! minimum number of
words to 10.

WHERE: Journall$m Building, Room
205, afternoons preferably or mail.
Classified Adver~ising
UNl\!P.O. Box 20
Albuqtlerque, N.M. 87106

TERMS: Payment must be made in :full Prior to insertion of advertisement

PERSONALS

1)

-----------------

THE RAG SHOPPE-THE place for used
women's clothing, We BU;l and SELL,
Call us at 268-2823 for specifics. San
Mateo and Indian School NE. Open Mon.
thru Snt.-19 am to 6 pm. 10/21
WANTED TO BUY: A fairly new 10apced bicycle, x-easonably :;>riced-2983~78. 10/12
AGORA-Student to Student help, Any
problem, any time of the day or night.
Cofl'ee no extra. NW Corner Mesa Vista.
277-3013. 10/12
READY I To start a bright l!eW semester
full of happenings, See us! Arrangements Unlimited. 107 Girard SE. 2658879, 10/14
GffiL8-We have your size. Dell's by
Levi's. Lobo Men's Shop, 2120 Central
SE. 243-6954. 10/6

2)

LOST & FOUND

PLEASE HELP US FIN:O OUR H!. year,
female Malamute lost Oct. 4, Sandin
Parlt area. Desperate. Reward for any
perti11ent information, 265-3511, Ext.
273 or 282-3450, 10/16
LOST: SILVER FLUTE left in a VW.
Tommy. 1809% Silver SE, apt. 5. 10/14
FOUND: One earring, Ladies lounge,
Journalism Bldg. Claim In 205. 10/14
BORROWED, My leather PU11!c from Zimmerman basement. I'm just interested in
getting buck my pfl:tures, etc, Kl."t'P ID,
checks, TON tickets. $25 ''reward" for
return. Please :return them they're irreplaceable. Teri 299-1977. 10/13
LOST: Siamese Cat-Female 1 yr. CHAN·
TEL. Call 256-0169, 403 Princeston SE.
10/13
PORTABLE TYPEWRITER; Found in
the Administration Building. May be
claimed in Room 104 of the Admin,
Bldg. 10/!!
LOST: Gold and silver wedding band at
UNM football game. Sept. 25, Contact
268·1972. Reward I
FOUND one slide rule In case, 9/29 by the
pharmacy building. See Syl at 2009 Lead,
SE
Identify and claim after 4 In the
p.m. 10/9
.

5)

FORSALE

WHY RENT WHEN YOU CAN OWN
YOUR QWN HOME with low down
payment and monthly payments less than
rent. For details call Mike at 298-7689 or
Eve 296-5179. 10/20
TWO GENTLEMEN STUDENTS share
room with kitchen pri•1eleges. Evenings
266·0595. 9/28

5)

FORSALE

SCHWINN-VARSITY 10-speed bicycle.
$70.00. Call Laird at Coronado Desk, 277•
4311. And leave a message. 10/15
1967 CL-90 Trail Scrambler, excellent
condition, Scat newly covered, tuned
complete)y. Priced to sell. Phone 2986689. 10/8
1968 VOLKSWAGEN BUG, call 266-5061.
10/15
1959 PLYMOUTH STATION WAGONAuto. Trans., power steering, Runs
good. $150 or best offer, Rm. 323, The
College Inn, 10/15
1961 MGA Convertible, 1967 Norton 760,
both good condition. 266·2914. 10/16
"THE ECOPOLITICS OF ELECTRIC
POWER" and other pertinent tales in
this month's N,M. REVIEW, on sale at
the Student Union, Living Batch,
Pegas\U!, etc. 10/14
1964 CUTLASS F-85 convertible-4 new
tires, new paint, excellent l'Unning condition. Best ofl'er. Call 243-3120. 10/14
FffiEWOOD FOR SALE, UNM student.
247-9170, Pinon, cedar. 10/14
FENDER DUAL SHOWMAN, ''2-15" J.
B. Lancings. $900.00. 265-8493. 10/14
1968 HONDA 350 "Motocross" Excellent
Condition. Recent Engine, Call 265-9357.
10/14
STUDENT ALTO SAX - $160 or make
ofier-~·N·2~aJ. or 242•'llla1. l0/14
1!162 RAMBLER, good condition, clean,
$125 or best offer. 214 Alcazar NE. Apt.
2. Even[ngs, 10/13

5) FORSALE

FORSALE

1969 · VW bug in excellent. condition,
$1,100. Clarinet, $45. 2G6-4J22, 10/13
;FIVE NEW S'rEREO COMPONENT
SETS. These units have AM-FM stereo
• reeeiveril w/8 track ;pi!J,yer. Also come
complete w/sepm·ate deluxe Garrard
changer and four speaker system. $119.05
cash or terms. United Freight Sales. 3920
San Mateo NE, Open 9 till 9, tfn
1970 HONDA 750 amall tank and sent.
298-3434, 10/8
69 YAMAHA 250cc Enduro. Good Condition $400. Call 247-3128. 10/12
HEAD MASTERS-NEVADA bindings,
MOLITOR buckle boots, SCOTT noll'S,
842-9345. ].0/8
BICYCLE-Never ridden-10 speed-$120
cash-298-9784 3-6 pm. 10/8
USED SUEDE AND LEATHER JAdKETS. $2.50 to $15.00 each. New arrivals
Friday this week at the bead Shaman.
401B San Felipe NW, Old Town 11-7
daily. 10/13
DUE TO THE GREAT RESPONSE td the
Lobo Ad our supply of used suede and
leather jackets is somewhat dep)eated,
Starting this Friday and every Friday we
will add 50·100 coats and jackets. Thank
you-The Bead Shaman. 401B San
Felipe NW. Old Town 11·7 daily. 10/13
JUST RECEIVED a shipment of 1971
Singer Sewing Machines. The~e ma·
chines have never been used and are
equipped w/zig·zng, make buttonholes,
etc. Will be aold for $49 each, cash or
terms. United Freight Sales. 3920 San
Mateo NE. Open 9 til 9. tfn

1070 BRONCO WAGON, 3 speed, 4 wheels,
2 tnnks, mud and snow, sport pncltage.
298·3434, 10/8
BEADS, BEADS, BEADS I Hundred of
different kinds and colors of beads.
Bends for macrame at The Bend Shaman.
401B San Felipe NW. Old Town. 11-7
d!J,ily, 10/13
. LEATHER BELLBOTTOMS AND JACKETS by Levi's. Lobo Men's Shop. 2120
Central SE. :1,0/16
19'T1 CASSETTE TAPE PLAYER, Dt~al
Speaker-Automatic Level Recording.
277-4296. 20/12
HOMEMADE BREADS: All sizes, tastes
and smells, Order now. 242-1934. 10/9
30 USED PORTABLE TV'S. $30-$60. 441
Wyoming NE. 256·5987. 12/20

6)

BABYSITTER, Mon-Fri. 7: So-5 :SO, Old
Town Area. 243-2183 after 6, 10/12
RESPONSIBLE MAN WANTED TO
MANAGE Motel-Style Apts. Call 266·
1664. 10/8

Package

phone 877-5355

2615 Coors SW
free parts locater service

Complete Engines
transmissions-glass
Used VW Parts
Radios, Tires, and Seats

MISCELLANEOUS

WANTED: Good Used Motorcycle Helmet.
Call 277·3087. 10/12
COFFEE HOUSE to open Oct. 15: Folk
music, play readings, poetry, etc. 10/8
HARRIS TWEED SPORTS COATS, $30.00
each. New Arrivals from England. Also,
Navajo rugs, many interesting imports.
Freed Company, 415 Central Ave. NW.

(@uurtet.a

Auto
Dismantlers
Auto Parts

EMPLOYMENT
~--------:-:-

7)

BRACKEN

Used and Rebuilt
Starters and Alternators

Eat your heart out.

~iquor

SCHLITZ
3.84 case

.96 6-pk

TEQUILA
4.39 qt.
905 Yale SE

w

SERVICES

3)

AlTTOMOBILE TUNEUPS, V·S's. $16.00,
6's $14.50, Imports also, Guaranteed. 2654771. 10/lli
AUTOMOTIVE TUNE·UPS. S t u de 11 t
Price. New spark plugs, points, condenser, rotor for 6 cylinder U.S. Auto onlY.
290·5230. 10/13
"IN-YOUR-HOME," TV Repair I Free Es·
tlmate l $2 Service. 268·8623. 10/12
AUDUBON ECOLOGY FILMS--On wild·
life (outdoore I.e.) at POPEJOY atartlng Thursday October 7, 7:15 PM. ($3
Student ticket good for all 5 shows.)
Phone 277·3121 while the tickets last.
FINE OLD FASHIONED PORTRAIT
PHOTOGRAPHY - Wedding. You or
Whatever. 242-7658. !1/22

4)

STEREO
AND
ACCESSORIES

CRAIG"' BELL & HOWELL"' AUDIOVOX"' CHANNEL

Busby Berkeley's

MASTER"' STERLING"' BENJAMEN, STANDARD"'
GARRARD, AND OTHERS

.. FttttTLIGHT 1~\11.\ltll"
~fOOTLIGHT

PARADE"walh JAMES CAGNEY.··JOAN BLONDELL•RUBY KEELER
DICK POWELL and ftank McHugh Ruth Donnelly. Guy Kobbee Hugh Herben·

FORRENT

I~EMALE

ROOMMATE WANTED for 2
bedroom apartment. Call 243-6661 ext.
2tH dnyo, 268-002a n!~w:~u~.!019
_
WANTED : l•'t•mnle roommnt~ for apartment near UNM. $42.1iO. Call 268·4233.
10/8

MADEIN

SPECIAL
MOST DIAMOND
TIP
NEEDLES $3.50 EA.

1934

HILA'Ml>
265·4575

SATURDAY NIGHT
AT 10:80 PM

(ONE lVEEK ONLY)

.P'!l?..'El!J!

1\ECORDING PRIVILEGES

WITH PURCHASE OF BLANK TAPE

Repair & :\faintcnancc

SERVICE ON TV_, STEREO & ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT

on a11 foreign cars

9oreign Car Specialists

SOUND WORLD 4304 LOMAS N.E.

333 Wvoming Blvd. ~E
265·5901
.
Free Estimat::i

.
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SUB Theatre Flies

•

Friday, Oct. 8, 8:00

.
i.
.
~

~

sJ.
~

~

:t

~

:

~
~

~

Showing· of

upassions

~
~

1111

of Anna

i

.
~
~

~.
.

~

75c

~

:

~

10:00 pm

~

We are sorry but we have to cancell I Vitelloni

ASUNM FILM COMMITTEE

:£

:t

!t******************************~
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